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Apathetic councils back govt proposal
by Penni Mitchell

THE CRAZY OX

All three Manitoba Colleges
have now officially endorsed the
government's proposal of a
sports levy for students nexy
year.
Both Assiniboine and Keewatin
colleges' student councils voted
overwhelmingly to charge
students $2 per month for the use
of athletic facilities.
Education Minister Keith
Cosens rubber-stamped the
councils' decision two weeks ago,
making the decision final.
According to Cosens, the
councils' endorsement of an

The Crazy Ox is taking special orders
for pins and rings.

really give a hoot." Students on
council, who voted 23-2 in favor of
the pay-as-you-play plan, won't
he around next year according to
Clark when the crunch hits
students.
A similar situation exists at
Keewatin College in The Pas,
Where councillors who are
mainly in one-year programs are
"lacksidaisical and a bit
apathetic" according to Edna
Dickson, Students Association
Business Manager. Keewatin
Council voted unaminously for
the proposal last morith.
Dickson thinks that the sports

fee is a good idea though. When
Keewatin suffers sever cash flow
problems in the summer months,
the money collected from
students will ease problems on
her end of business.
Keewatin's sports revenue was
down last year and combined
with the money paid to belong to
4-West last year, the college's
sports budget • is a decreasing
commodity.
Red River Student Council was
the first of the three councils to
approve the idea when it voted 164 last month in support of the fee.
If students pay the $2 a month
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Food Wars: the
SA strikes back

your order in to the Crazy Ox.
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Be proud of your academic achievements!

by Burton Robson
"It's not Hudson Bay Vending
versus the government, it's me
versus the government."
Don Hillman, Business
Manager for the Student
Association, says Hudson Bay
Vending Company lowered their
canned drink and milk prices on
some of their machines at teh
request of the SA, to compete in a
food p rice war with Ron Fife,
from Department of Food Services. Actually Hillman is not
doing battle with the Department
of Government Services ( DGS) in
this food price. Although Fife
continually attempts to
association himself with the DGS,
he is an employee of the
Department of Education and
therefore has no direct
association with the administrators of these buildings.
The food conflict arose early
last week when Fife began selling
canned drinks and other confectionaries oiut of the cafeteria
in Buffalo Place. The merchandise sold by Fife was similar
to the products distributed from
vending machines located in the
same cafeteria.
The vending contract is tendered to Hudson Bay Vending
with a percentage of the profit
given to the SA in exchange for
the space provided. Last year the
SA realized $60,000 from the
vending machines.
It did not bother the SA that
Fife began to sell similar mer-

chandise out of the cafeteria,
what irked the Business Manager
was some of the prices.
Fife began selling canned soft
drinks for 45 cents as compared
to the 50 cent price in the vendors.
This disturbed the SA who felt
Fife was trying to cut into their
profits. When Fife would not
agree to sell the canned drinks
for the same price as the vending
machines, Hillman asked Hudson
Bay Vending to lower their prices
on the machines in the Buffalo to
40 cents from 50 cents. Following
this action Fife immediately
lowered his prices in the Buffalo
to 40 cents as well. At this price
both sides of the battle face
substantial loss in profits.
"I don't want to make a profit,"
said Fife, "It's a service to the
students. I'm not out to make a
profit."
Hillman says that several
months ago Fife asked Hudson
Bay Vending to raise the prices
on their milk venders to 35 cents.
This was to allow Fife to raise the
cafeteria milk prices also to 35
cents when faced with rising milk
prices. Hudson Bay Vending, who
buys their dairy products in large
hulk quantities, were not forced
to raise their prices but did so on
the advice of Hillman.
When the food price war began
Fife would not sell his merchandise for the same price as
the venders claiming it was his
perogative to sell them for a
lower price. Although the ven-

Inside
Avoid delays due to die production time.

For ordering and additional information

see the Store Manager at the Crazy Ox in the base of building C .

fee next year, RRCC Sports
Department stands to gain approximately $80,000 in student
fees, along with $140,000 to be
thrown in by the province. The
Students' Association will save
the $19,000 it kicks in to the sports
budget annually as well, leaving
room for other expenditures.
Presently, students' contribution to sports are portioned
out of their student fees, which
amount to $2 per month per
student, or $20 annually for a 10month term.
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If your class, club or team requires specialized pins, rings
or has a new innovative design...NOW is the time

athletic fee "augurs well for the
future of athletics at the
colleges." The money raised
through the student levy "should
provide for a good balance of
recreational and competitive
sports activities for students."
But the reason the proposal
were passed by Assiniboine and
Keewatin councils may be different.
Bruce Clark, president of
Assiniboine Community College
in Brandon says most of the
councillors there who voted
overwhelmingly in favor of the
fee, are "apathetic and don't

News
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The Projector is pleased to announce
the addition of its new Erotica section,
featuring for the first time in RRCC
history a giant two page spread of nude
photographs and kinky stories. See pages
17 and 18.

The battle rages in the heart of the college over the prices of canned drinks and milk. Will there be any survivors? Who knows. Protests won't be heard from the students who are cashing in on the fight.

ding machine prices were
lowered only in the Buffalo, the
SA was concerned that the price
war would affect the sales from
venders in other areas of the
college and in the Crazy Ox.
Hillman said, "The sales in the
Crazy Ox have all went to hell."
Fife did not think the venders
should compete with his prices
and cause such a fuss. "In the
long run they're going to get
screwed. They have a contract
coming up in a year," said Fife.
Recently Fife had ignored the
vending contract when attempting to install two canned
drink dispensers in the Voyageur
Cafeteria. Fife contacted Cocacola company and ordered two

machines. Coca-cola has Hudson
Bay Vending as a major client
and contacted them to verify the
order, Hudson Bay Vending
contact Hillman to find out why
their contract was going to be
breached.
Hillman stopped the order and
claims that he was later called
"every name in the book" by Fife
over the telephone.
In an attempt to end the food
war Hillman had Hudson Bay
Vending lower their milk prices
in the Buffalo to 30 cents from 35
cents. When Fife learned of this
he approached the employees
from Hudson Bay Vending as
they were changing the prices on
the milk venders.

"I'll have you out of here by
next week," said Fife, telling the
men the machines could only be
there at DGS discretion.
The employees of Hudson Bay
vending told Fife they only
wanted him to sell his merchandise at the same price as the
vending machines.
To this Fife said•, "There's no
fucking way Hudson Bay Vending
is going to tell the government
what to do."
Hillman says Hudson Bay
Vending would remain in the food
price war for about a week. He
thinks that by this time Fife will
agree to sell at comparative
prices.
Fife made no final comment.

Government investigates
hazardous welding grinders
by Burton Robson
The Student Association at Red
River recently received a petition
from a concerned group of
students over what they felt were
dangerous learning conditions in
the welding shops.
The petition was sent to Student
Association Business Manager
Don Hillman who is the chairperson for the workplace safety
committee at Red River. Many
concerned students signed the
petition which outlined what they
believed were some hazards in
their shop area.
The welding students use
portable grinders when working

on large welding projects. Unlike
some of the stationary grinders,
which are equipped with vacuum
exhaust systems, the portable
grinders offer no such devices.
Welders claim minute metal
particles which are dispensed
into the air and are being inhaled.
This could be considered a
dangerous health hazard.
A central ventilation system in
the welding shop may not be
feasible says Hillman. He says
the weight of the particles and the
cubic feet of air in the shop may
not make such a system
dependable.

The provincial government will
be sending some workplace
safety experts in the future to
survey the situation. They will
determine if the situation is
hazardous to the students and to
what extent. They can also implement immediate safety
provisions and suggestions for
the future.
If the Government does not
rectify this situation within the
next few days it might be
resolved at a Workplace Safety
Committee meeting of the college
by the end of the month.
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Cheek bulletin boards aaiiy for future job opportunities.
Cancelled appointments must be reoorted to the Canada
Employment Centre two days in advance in order to
accomodate other students.

Classified Ads
FOR SALE OR RENT 4-bedroom
home at $500 per month. Garage,
carport and patio. Fridge and
stove included. 1865 Legion off
King Edward. To view or for
more information contact Mr. H.
Rosenbaum at 338-4663 or phone
Maureen at 233-4718.

ZZZZZZZZUZZZZZZZZZZUZZZ
FOR SALE . one double bed, ideal z
z for sleeping-on. It's only slightly r7
damaged but price is negotiable.
Z Phone Burton at 453-5735.
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZEZ

Paul "Or Simpson (left) is the new Station Manager at CMOR.
"Geoffrey C" Dent is the new Production Manager. We're sure they'll
make beautiful music together.

RRCC student. radio CMOR
underwent a staff change last
week when a new station
manager and production
manager began work at the
station.
Paul Simpson became the new
station manager for CMOR. A
first year student in Business
Administration, Simpson has had
previous working experience in
the line of sales. He says his past
experience in dealing with people
is helping him in his capacity as
station manager where he spends
much of his time consulting with
major record companies and

potential advertisers.
The new production manager
for the station is Geoffrey Dent.
Dent is a first year student in the
Creative Communications
course. Simpson says Dent's
course gives him an advantage in
writing announcements and
advertisements to be aired.
Both Simpson and Dent worked
as disc jockeys for CMOR prior to
their appointments. They .will
still have air time with the added
responsibility of filling in for
missing DJ's.
Simpson, better known as "0.1"
around the station, does not feel

the extra air time will be a
burden, saying he's "looking
forward to it."
Dent calls himself Geoffrey C
when on the air. He stimulates his
creative DJ juices by playing
Rough Trades' "High School
Confidential".
CMOR wasn't always a rock
station. When it was first
established at Red River it was
intended for easy listening. The
CMOR call letters stand for
Campus Middle Of the Road.
Dent says it should stand for
"Campus More On Rock."
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FOR RENT 2 room furnished
suite with fridge and stove. Price
negotiable. Located at 535 Telfer
St. South. 774-6860.
Quiet, clean 2 bedroom on 2nd
floor. Close to all conveniences.
884 Alverstone Call Peter at 7752273.

'67 Baracuda, AT PB, PS, $200
firm. Call Kathi 284-4809 after
5:00.

3:30-7:00 South Gym
$2 tickets in advance at SA office.

Idiot boxes to invade Red River
by Burton Robson
The SA television system,
which was supposed to be installed by the end of February,
may only be another month late if
installation is carried through as
presently scheduled.
Most of the equipment has
arrived. Seven color televisions
and various accessories are
being stored in the SA office. One
of the video cassette decks had to
be sent back because it was
defective.
"Now it's just a matter of
waiting for the system to be installed," said Don Hillman,
Business Manager of the SA.
Hillman has some big plans for
the "I'V system.
Holes have been drilled and
wires laid, and last week support
brackets were installed in some
of the locations.
One monitor will he located in
Building A near the old entrance
to the college. Monitors will he
placed at the entrance to Building
13, in Building J , in the Green and
Gold, by the Learning Resource
Centre, near the blocks closest to
the Buffalo Ca reteria as well as a
larger screen in the Tower
Lounge.
The 'I'V's will he controlled
from the SA office.

The monitors located in the
corridors will display information on college functions.
These screens won't have audio
messages so they won't compete
with CMOR. The character
capacity of 1,600 units is insufficient for long news stories
but sufficient for promotions. The
information displayed on the
screens is hoped to create greater
student involvement in clubs,
activities, petitions and elections
as well.
The larger screen in the Tower
Lounge will be used to air regular
television programs and movies.
Although riot all students are
capable of taking two hours out of
their class schedules to view a
full length movie, Hillman sa:, - s
many will make the time to see
their favorite soap operas.
Hillman says he can foresee
some conflicts between students
hoping to catch different
programs during the same time
slot. Program content will
depend on feedback from the
students. In some instances
selection may be decided on a
first-come, first-serve basis.
Hillman would also like to see a
television set up in one of the
lecture theatres. lie explains that

the cost of renting movies on
filmis very high, around $150
while movies on video tape can be
purchased for about $80. There
would be the added benefit of the
SA establishing their own per-

manent film library.
There are still many aspects of
the SA television system which
are. undecided. These include
commercial advertising rates,
priority for inter-college an-

nouncements, programming
content and scheduling. These
considerations can not he fully
dealt with until the system is
installed and fully operable.

Student Workers of the world unite
This summer, The Canadian
Bureau for International
Education 4031E) is offering a
programme of International
Workcamps in 16 countries.
These programmes have been
operating in many parts of the
world for over 25 years through
national organizations such as
C131E.
The main objective of workcamps is to provide an opportunity for an international
group of young people to work
together on volunteer community
projects. Participants benefit by
experiencing the culture of
another country, working with
local inhabitants and assisting in
problem-solving in that society.
Participating countries include: Denmark, Sweden,
Norway, Finland, France, Great
Britain, Ireland, Belgium, the
Netherlands, West Germany,
Switzerland, Spain, Turkey,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and
Poland.
Canada will be offering six to
eight camps this year for approximately 150 volunteers from
abroad. Canadians may apply to
participate in both Canadian
camps or camps overseas. Applicants are asked to select three
countries in order of preference.

Each camp consists of 10 to 25
volunteers. The work in the
camps is physical or social in
nature. Physical projects might
involve constructing or improving hiking pathways,
building playgrounds, or
agricultural work. Social
projects might include assisting
in recreational projects for
children in poor urban areas or
working in institution for handicapped children. Many camps
are a combination of the two.
such as painting and
redecorating the apartments of
older people, or restoring youth
centres. Physically handicapped
people can participate in all but
the most strenuous physical
labour camps. No special skills
are required of volunteers.
Most camps are three weeks in
length, some may last four.
Camps are held June through
October, although the majority
are in July and August. Participants must be at least 18 years
of age for all countries (except
West Germany which permits 16
year olds). There is no maximum
age. Generally the working
language is English except in
francophone countries. A
knowledge of the language of the
country chosen is helpful but not

essential.
Food and lodging, generally
Spartan, are provided by the host
community. The participants are
often housed in a local church,
and make their own
arrangements to prepare meals.
Participants are responsible for
paying their own travel costs to
and from the workcamp site.
Canadian volunteers are advised
to obtain international student

cards ( where applicable) if they
are travelling overseas.
Since group discounts may be
available, volunteers are advised
to contact the Canadian
Universities Travel Service for
their travel needs. An administration fee of $75 is payable
to CBIE at the time of application.
For more information or an

application for the 1981 workcamps programme write to:
CBIE, Educational Exchanges
Division
Canadian Bureau for International Education
141 Laurier Ave. W. Suite 809
Ottawa, Ontario.
1{1P 5J3
Please include name and address.

Beer bash mobs docile
by Penni NI itchell

The Mobs at Red River beer
bashes have taken a turn for the
better.
The pushy-shove-me-first beer
hashers of yesterday are
reformed. Students lining up at
beer bashes are orderly,
organized and patient since
tickets are now being sold in
advance. Since advance tickets
started being sold, the bashes
have been sold out, a
phenomenon for mid-year
bashes.
The $30 or so it costs to print up
the tickets is worth the cost of
students' safety, according to
Student President Rick Popel.

"If it's safer, it's wortly.vhile,"
said Popel.
Yet students continue to line up
early for the gala event to get the
best seats. The students that
show up at the bashes may not be
the same ones who show up to buy
the tickets the week before. Popel
suspects there may be more
people from outside the college
getting into the beer bashes.
Since any student can present a
student card at the SA office and
purchase two tickets, the system
is more condusive to allowing
outsiders in. When tickets were
sold at the door of the beer bash,
each person had to show a
student card when they paid

There were squished students left
after the mobs subsided.
It wasn't worth it. Students
under 5 and a half feet tall
complained they couldn't breathe
in the middle of the crowd,
students under 120 pounds
claimed they didn't have the
strength to fight those pushing.
Beer bashes are a standing
tradition at the college and the
problem of the mobs before the
bashes has been a problem for
some time. Tickets will continue
to be sold in advance of beer
bashes, so students can rest
assured their safety won't be
jeopardized.
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Now's your chance to prove you
can be a better president than
Ronald Reagan.
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any student who gets ten friends
in the same course sign a
nomination slip is determined by
the Election Committee, which is
directly responsible to the SA
Council.

Nominations for the 1981-1982
Executive positions of the
Student's Association will open
tomorrow and run until April 8.

The political spectacle kicks off
tomorrow and nomination week
must be totally absent of campaigning. This should be saved
for campaign week, from the
ninth of April to the 16th.
Featured during the campaign
week will be speeches by the
nominees on April 15 from 11 to
1:00.

The positions include
Vice-President,
President,
Treasurer, Sports Director and
Communications Director.
Students interested should pick
up nomination forms at the SA
Office DM-20 at noon hour.
To be eligible for election as an
Executive officer, students must
be in the first of a two-year
course at RRCC and have a 2.5 or
higher grade point average.
(Students having a 2.5 or lower
grade point average most often
end up qualifying so don't be
discouraged.) Final Pligibility of

It all comes to an exciting
climax on election day, April 23.
Four polling stations will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. throughout
the college.

CENTRE
can help you with
college courses.

Any student enrolled at the college
is eligible for tutoring in the
following areas:

* Math: technical & business
* Physics
*

Study Skills

*

Communications Skills

*

Reading comprehension

NOTE: Support services to women
are available at the tutorial centre!
For appointment call today.
632-2151
Room 615 Building C

March 28 will mark the first
anniversary of the Three Mile
Island incident which nearly saw
the world's first supermajor
nuclear accident.
To coincide with the anniversary the Energy for Life
Committe of Winnipeg, has
organized a two-day conference
of public teach-ins and seminars
on alternative energy and
nuclear power at the University
of Winnipeg.
The conference is on March 28
and 29 and is designed to inform
the public on alternative energy
sources. The conference will also
discuss the hazards and moral
responsibilities of nuclear
energy.
The conference begins on the 28
with a three mile march. starting
at the Manitoba Cancer Research
and Treatment Centre of the
Health Sciences Centre, 700
Bannatyne. The Committee
selected the Centre as a starting
point to stress the importance of
preventing added cancer risk by
halting all nuclear activity ex-

licoK CAD
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Further information concerning the SA election and
nomination procedures can be
obtained by contacting Election
Committee members Adrienne
Kolynchuck ( Chief Returning
Officer) at 757-2496 and S:\ VicePresident Steve Dawson at it322164.

WINNIPEG (CUP)—A well-informed and vocal group of students
raked Manitoba Education Minister Keith Cosens over the coals as he
spoke at the University of Winnipeg about post-secondary education
funding.
The minister came under heavy criticism from Tom Evans, vicepresident of the University of Winnipeg students' association.
Evans called for consistency in the understanding and planning of
university funding saying this year's substantial 13 per cent overall
grants increase for Manitoba universities is just part of the government's "yo-yo approach to university funding."
For the past three years, Evans said, Manitoba universities have
only been getting 1-5 per cent increases "which have come nowhere
near meeting inflation."
"And even this year with the University of Winnipeg receiving a 16
per cent increase the administration has to cut 30 courses because of
past low funding," Evans said.
"Now that na election is just around the corner, funds start flowing a
hit," Evans said. "But I'm afraid if your government gets elected
again you will pull the yo-yo in again and we'll have to wait till next
election to get decent funding again."
Cosens said institutions are never satisfied with the funding they
get. no matter how big. He said a former University of Manitoba
president once told him "the grants are never enough."
With its 16 per cent increase, the University of Winnipeg fared the
best of Manitoba's three universities. Cosens rejected suggestions that
this was due to the widely publicized mock fund funeral held by Unviersity of Winnipeg students in mid-January.
Students carried 30 coffins to the Manitoba legislature protesting the
imminent cut of thirty courses from the university curriculum.
Cosens said the decision to give the University of Winnipeg 16 per
cent was made long before the march.

Reinforced stereotypes
VbrINNIPEG (CUP )—Visual art used in the record industry is one of
the worst perpetrators of sexual stereotypes, according to Marion
Bailing, curator of the Vancouver based "Women in Focus” art
gallery, currently on a Canadian Tour.
Displaying album covers from such groups as Montrose, the
Tramps, Wild Cherry, and others, Barling pointed out how each of
them portray women either as nymphomaniacs or objects in male
sexual fantasies.
Photography, particularly in the fashion industry, and films, are
also guilty of reinforcing these stereotypes, said Barling.
Barling siad it is primarily men who determine whatg is seen in
publications, visual displays and art.
"The business world is where the decisions are made about what we
will see as visual displays in books, record covers and art in general,"
Barling said, "and the business world is still overly dominated by
men."
Barling also said, however, that this is somewhat an
overgeneralization of the reason visual art forms are dominated by
sexual stereotypes.
The process begins, she said, when children are very young.
"From birth, our children are shown a world where women are
primarily passive, and less important than the male in the family
hierarchy."
The next step is the formation of ideas and images as children. "This
is where the girls start fading out," she said, "since they are
bewildered by the repression of their ideas and aims."
Girls are given a much stricter code of what they can and cannot do.
In society's eyes, she said, a nice little girl is a passive helper for her
mother and male friends.
Barling showed how dictionaries and primary school readers,
perpetrate sexual stereotypes. Dictionary definitions, particularly the
definitions of girl, boy, man and woman, are blatantly sixist, "yet
students are led to believe such definitions are 'objective' and written
someplace in stone."
The primary school reader is made up mostly of pictures which
show little boys engaged in masculine activities, while little girls
remain passive, or at best assist the boys, said Barling.
"While girls are encouraged to learn cooking and other domestic
skills, boys learn sciences, academic, and technical skills."
The skills learned by the boys are those necessary to place them in
the position in business where they will decide what visuals people will
see in books, publications, etc.
"The process is circular and feeds upon itself," Barling said, "and
until we break out of it, women will continue to be portrayed in such a
dehumanizing role. And the dehumanizing portrayal will continue to
be accepted as reality."

cept for limited medical use.
The march will continue to the
CN railyards, to demonstrate for
more federal responsibility in the
transportation of dangerous
nuclear material. CN is one of the
largest known tranporters of
Saskatchewan uranium to the
: East.
The march will eventually go to
the Manitoba Legislature and
join a rally at Memorial Park.
The seminars will begin at
12:30 in theatre A, fourth floor of
Manitoba Hall at the U of W.
The conference will include
films. puppet shows and several
speakers.
Paul Schneider will speak on
Alternative evergy and solar
energy. Bill Harding will talk on
the Economics and politics of
nuclear energy. Bill Blakey, MP
Birdshill, will speak on the Ethics
of Nuclear Energy. There are
also several other speakers.
On Saturday a concert on the
environment and Social featuring
the Yib Men will take place. The
concert will feature The Quinlan('
Sisters, Wally Landreth and
Brian Ellis. The social begins at
7:30. Tickets are four dollars.

Students white-listed
( ZNS )—The Educational Testing Service ( E-T-S) which administers
scholastic aptitude tests for entrance into colleges and medical and
law schools, may also be selling lists containing the names of white
students to certain schools which request them.
The E-T-S, located in Princeton, New Jersey, has been under fire in
recent months from groups charging its testing procedures are unfair
to minorities because the exams contain racially biased questions.
A Chicago-based publication, In These Times, is reporting the
testing service may also be providing lists of white students to colleges
which ask for them, through a little-known sideline enterprise called
the Student Search Service ( S-S-S ) .
The publication says that S-S-S claims it only supplies colleges and
scholarship agencies with overall information about students for
scholarship mailing lists. However, In These Times charges that for 11
cents a name, S-S-S also breaks down lists of students by race, as well
as by income bracket and test score.
The publication says that this data, instead of enabling agencies or
schools to target prospective students as claimed, might actually help
them overlook minority students and concentrate on whites only.
Darly Stevens, the head of the S-S-S, said that in 1979-80, 11 colleges
asked the service to supply them with a "white list", of these 11, six
also asked for black lists, while the remaining five wanted lists of
whites only.
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Two plays are to be presented at
the Man. Theatres Workshop
Sat. May 9th
part of Man. Theatre Festival

Needed: characters, set crew,
costumes, make-up etc.

• Devil's Deal by Wendy Clark
is

* The Jungle by Raymond Gauthier
iK
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A Credit Union
Personal Chequing Account
keeps you on track.
.J •

MONTREAL ( CUP )—Objections have been raised to an $89,000
research grant awarded by the United States Air Force to Concordia
University.
"I don't think any university should take military grants," said
science and human affairs professor Fred Knelman.
The two-year grant, awarded to the engineering faculty in fall 1980,
is destined for a project entitled cervical spine analysis for ejectioninjury prediction. It will be used for the mathematical and computer modelling of the spinal cord, the university's dean of
engineering confirmed February 27.
In the past, said Knelman, seemingly innocuous grants given to
universities by the Pentagon turned out to be for extremely harmful
purposes.
In one case, according to Knelman, McGill University was given a
grant for research on emollients. The Pentagon said the research
would be used for skin cream applications.
"A person at McGill found out later that it ( the findings) was being
used for nerve gas," said Knelman.
According to Knelman, the findings from McGill enabled the Pentagon to create a nerve gas that would penetrate the body more
quickly.
"One drop of it kills," he said.
Normally university research is open to the public. But, when the
Pentagon found out about public agitation about its grants, he said, it
often entered into private prior agreements with universities that
research would remain secret.
Electrical engineering professor Serge Gracovetsky, responsible for
the grant, refused to discuss the matter.
"I would rather not discuss that particular grant because it would be
very easy for people to sensationalize and invent vis-a-vis the Air
Force," he said.
"I would rather keep a low profile. I don't need the publicity," he
said.
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Manager — Ryan Bartley
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Editorials
by Allen Banting
Two weeks ago our country, Canada, "the true north strong and
free" had the dubious honor (?) of being visited by the president of the
United States, Ronald Reagan and his eternally smiling decoration
Nancy.
During the visit the media tagged along on the heels of the exhalted
emperor of the South, recording his every move and word.
Canadian government officials fought with each other to get their
picture in the newspaper so they coul ut it out, frame it and show it
to their grandchildren and say "This 11 me with the President of the
United States. I shook hands with the President of the United States."
The kids are supposed to be impressed.
Officials of our government did everything exactly as one should do
everything when the president visits. They were nice. They dressed
nice, looked nice and talked nice. The whole visit was nice. No one
likes to embarrass someone visiting from another country ( unless he
is just some petty little refugee for a new place to live) especially when
that visitor has the power to squish you like you were a little slimy bug.
When the nice little visit was interrupted by people demonstrating,
this was classed as "unnice". All sorts of people fell all over themselves apologizing for other people being allowed to express their
opinion which, by the way, wasn't in line with the timid. no-mind
nicenessities our government had planned.
At one point Trudeau (in case you forget he is our Prime Minister,
whatever that means) tried to avoid embarrassing Reagan (everyone
knows who he is) who was being denounced by demonstrators
protesting the US activities in El Salvador. He said that was one of the
nice things aobut democracy, being able to speak you mind and express opinions. He said when he goes to the US no one protests against
him. "Now come on guys, let's hear it for President Reagan."
Trudeau started a stream of apologies for every protest. All sorts of
people claiming represent the citizens of Canada apologized several
times over.
"We're sorry. We're sorry you might have been embarrassed by
these people who chose to speak their mind."
Personally I would rather not be apologized for. So while others have
chosen to take responsibility for the citizens of Canada, I shall take
responsibility for all the uncitizens who see nothing whatsoever to
apologize for.
Sure, when Trudeau goes to the US no one protests against him, but
then what is there to protest? Canada is so small and insignificant that
no one down there would really care what we did here. Besides, the US
is up to its nostrils in its own problems and doesn't have to concern
itself with any trivial little thing about Canada that might bug them.
I really doubt that Reagan was embarrassed. Disappointed, maybe,
that he couldn't get a break from all the protests and protestors in his
own country. After all, Canada is supposed to be a nice place.
Reagan tried to take some steam out of the demonstrators and to
alleviate some of the Trudeau blush by saying that he thought the
protests were staged to make him feel at home. Maybe that's his
problem. Canada is not his home. As much as he would like to think
that it is just an extension of the U.S., it isn't. Why shouldn't we be able
to make him aware of this without being apologized all to hell for
something that was in no way wrong?
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Ever since man first discovered that it was possible for him to fly he
has had a great obsession with it. But then who cares? Salvidor Dali
can paint tremendous images of surrealism which appear to be real.
They are not. By the same token who cares? But when one considers
these two facts together one comes to an amazing conclusion. They
have absolutely nothing in common. PERSONALLY I prefer drugs.
The Projector welcomes all submissions from students, which should
be typed, triple-spaced and are subject to editing. Submissions may be
dropped off at The Projector office, located in Building A, under the
South Gym, OR mailed to: The Projector Red River Community College,
2055 Notre Dame Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba.R3H 0J9.
The Projector is a member of Canadian University Press (CUP). The
Projector will publish 20 issues for the year 1980/81.
For Display Advertising rates call Deborah Kiel at 632-2275. For free
personal classified ads under thirty (30) words. call 632-2275.

HELPDHELP«HELP

None of your
Business but

The Student Association is asking students to see as
guides during Open House.
200 students are required and representation from all
areas of the college is a must.
Students should be familiar with their section of the
college.
Open house will be held on Friday April 10, from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
If you are interested sign up at the Student Association
Office and indicate the area of the college you wish to be
a guide in and the times that you are available.
The Student Association would appreciate your
assistance.

na

by Dan Tervoort
Before reading the following article just ask yourself these simple questions to determine if being a writer
is the career for you:
)
going to parties
Do you want to travel around the world to exotic places with all expenses paid. I o you •
and hobnobbing with the elite that may hang out there'? Do you want to earn the everlasting affections and
praise of the public at large'? Do you wish to become famous in yOUI*OWO
if your answers to the previous questions were all - Ves - you had hest give up the idea of ever becoming a
writer. Become a mountain climber instead
If, On the other hand, such things as exhaustion. malnutrition, physical and mental abuse, severe
depression and caffeine poisoning appeal to you come on into the journalistic ocean: the water's fine. Just
make sure you know how to swim.
In order to help you keep afloat. peruse the helpful tips that appear in the MINI few paragraphs.
STORY sTRucruRE- All stories must have a beginning, a middle and an end. A pitfall that traps most
novice journalists is not structuring their stories correctly. What exactly is the beginning, middle and end of
a good news story'? The beginning of a story is the first word of the first sentence. The end of a story is the last
word of the last sentence. The middle of the story is all the words in between.
There are several good ways to begin a story. Some of the more common beginnings are: "Today. "
"A...". "ln..." and "About..." Some of the better endings are: "...said.", "...again.•', "...yestdel- day:I, "...tomorrow." and "...end."
Any words that appear in between are entirely up to the discretion of the individual writer. But as long as
you have a good beginning and end there should he no problem in bridging the two.
IN'T'ERVIEWING SI. 13.1E(" I'S—One requirement of a good story is that the writer interview somebody and
uses quotes in the story. If there is nobody available to interview or if the writer is feeling a little tired he is
obliged to make up quotes as well as the names of the people who said them.
However. it is preferable to talk to a real person la real LIVE person is even better). While the person is
speaking it is a good idea to take out a notebook and begin writing. You need not take down exactly what the
person is saying. You may find it more useful to write out a shopping list, decipher an anagram or write a
note to your milkman. As long as you are writing something you cannot he accused of not doing your job.
Scrutinize your subject for little habits and idiosyncracies. the more embarrassing the better i scratching,
digging for ear wax. belching and nose picking are especially good). These telling details add color to the
story.
After the actual interview comes the process of choosing what words will appear in the story. Obviously.
quotes like "I don't know'•. "No comment.'• and "Beats me," are preferred because they are short. succinct
and to the point. Long, analytic answers are usually boring.
For inA journalist's best friend in times when quotes are too long and unwieldy is the three clots
stance, if a quotation reads: "It is my belief that Prime Minister Trudeau has the best qualifications for
leading this country. Anyone who says differently is showing himself to be a fool. - it may he shortened to
read: "Trudeau...is...a fool." Notice how much more concise the second quotation is as opposed to the first.
STYLE—After a few years of working in the newspaper field most reporters develop their own way of
dealing with the news. Different reporters can be given the same facts and come up with completely different stories. For example. here is how certain journalists would begin to write a story based on the fact that
yesterday's temperature hit a low of - 40 degrees:
Allan Fotheringhzun--"Confronted with icy temperatures of substandard levels one must come to the
conclusion that this is another of Trudeau's ploys to draw attention away from the Constitution fiasco..."
Larry "Loll—"Yesterday's temperature of - 40 degrees reminded me of my Jewish upbringing in North
Winnipeg and what my Orthodox Rabbi father used to say to Inc.....
Rona Barrett—"Yes, it was sure cold yesterday. Almost as cold as the relationship between Mr. and
Mrs... Hunter S. Thompson—"After the hit of acid took hold, I popped a few 'Rides, smoked up a bit, washed it all
down with Wild Turkey and Drano and stepped outside to shoot 50111e gophers with my .357 Magnum. Damn,
it was COLD! !!"
HEADLINES—The key to grabbing a reader's attention is to use a bold, eve-catching headline. If the
headline is good it will make the reader say to himself: "Hey! I've got to read that story!" If the headline is
REALLY good it may even have something to do with the story that follows. Some good headlines are:
PRIME MINISTER ASSASSINATED. REAGAN NUKES IRAN, TAXES REDUCED BY 90 PER CENT.
LIFE DISCOVERED ON MARS and SECRETS OF BO DEREK'S SEX LIFE REVEALED!
USING A TYPEWRITER—The first thing you will notice upon gazing at a typewriter is that some fool
manufacturer put all the letters in the wrong place. Ever since Grade One you have been taught that the
alphabet went A,B,C,D.E,F.G, and now your typewriter is telling you that it goes Q,W,E,R,T.Y.U. For your
first story write an expose on incompetent teaching in the elementary schools.
HOW TO LOOK LIKE: A JOU RNALIST--It is not enough to just write like a journalist. You must look like
one too. A journalist always has: a hip flask filled with Scotch, a sandwich leftover from last week, a press
card with which to get into movies and concerts for free and a toothpick or unlit cigarette hanging from the
side of the mouth. A journalist NEVER has on his or her person: a notepad, a pen, a pencil, a crayon, a tape
recorder, a match, an address book or a hat with a card in the ha Wand that says "Press". A photojournalist
never carries a camera, or if he does, it hasn't got any film in it.
RENIEMBER—Journalism is a job just like any other. It may not have the prestige one associates with
such jobs as capping bottles. digging ditches or de-sexing chickens, but heck, somebody has to do it.
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Dear

Gino

Dear Gino:
I saw you on Main Street the other day. I don't believe it. You stole a
case of beer from a blind old woman. How could you do such a
dastardly deed.
Signed, In a Rage
Dear Rage:
What kind of guy do you think I am? She wasn't blind.
Gino.
Dear Gino:
I have discovered that I may be a. flasher. You know one of those
people who likes to expose myself in public places. My most recent
flash was at the Beer Bash. I was up on the stage talking when sud-.
denly stars swam through my head and an uncontrolled wave of excitement swept through my body. Before I knew it my hands were on
my belt and I whipped my pants down in front of all the people at the
bash. I loved it, but I'm worried. This habit could ruin my life. What
should I do?
Bare Robson

- e

Dear Bare:
Please give up your flashing. Do you realize you were responsible for
more barf sessions at that beer bash than any other recorded one?
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sad

Dear Editor:
As a student in the College
here, I believe you are asking for
input to the newspaper. then
perhaps you could print my
experience.
I live in the Tyndall Park area.
I received in my mailbox a leaflet
which had printed "An Urgent
Message" on the front, from the
Seven Oaks Hospital Committee.
When I opened it. it was full of
Anti-Abortion Material and here I
was thinking it was going to tell
me all about the New Hospital
Facilities which would be
available to me.
I wonder if any other students
at the College read the leaflet and
were as shocked as I was. I think
I am going to complain to the
Hospital Committee and need a
few other names on my petition.
The reason I am so "Teed-Off"

Is the tact my tax dollars are used
to fund these Action Drives which
includes Supply and printing Of
literature delivery . to 4,400 homes
in North Winnipeg I find. plus
labour costs to do a follow LID
Survey when I was also given a
magazine full of "Fetus Pictures". Also, I find the United
Way gives more of our dollars
( given in charity) to fund the
"Pregnancy Distress Service"
which does not do any Abortion
Counselling. A little bit one-sided
if you ask me!
If anyone would like to give me
their support please ask them to
give me a call at the number
below and pledge their name and
address.
Eileen Weaver-McNally
632-1629

Dear Gino:
For my birthday I was given a very large pair of rubbers (for my
feet). I don't know what to do with them. Do you have any
suggestions?
Wondering.
Dear Wondering:
I heard a rather interesting well actually kinky story involving a pair
of rubber boots and a sheep. How far do you want to go?
G.
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BLOOD
YOUR HELP IS NEEDED...
YOU COULD SAVE A LIFE.
THERE IS GOING TO BE A
BLOOD DONOR CLINIC IN
The South Gym, on March 30
and 319 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Howza 'bouta Sauza?

SUNRISE
BREAKFAST
SPECIAL
FROM 7 TO 11 A.M.
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
Choice of juice, Two
Eggs any style, Bacon or
Sausages, Hash Browns, Toast and Beverage.

PIG s S

OP -1

700 ml

40% alc./vol.

ITA•671201

TUESDAY
LUNCH
SPECIAL
Hot buffet with

N O M-11 02 -1

all Trimmings
FROM NOON TO 1 P.M.
"WHERE GOOD FOOD IS TRADITIONAL"

GORDON
KI10TELS

MAIO tIGISI1ADA
WI 110 (AUSANliS

THE
BROOKLANDS
INN
8 Keewatin at None Dame

Numero uno
in Mexico and
in Canada.
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HECHO EN MEXICO

AUTENTICAS

THE BOTTLED ROMANCE OF MEXICO
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No one is immune
to the reign of terror
by Lynn Moore reprinted from
the LINK by Canadian University
Press
The American public was
prepared for the white paper
Alexander Haig, American
Secretary of State, formally
unveiled February 23. They were
not only prepared for the paper
entitled Communist Intervention
in El Salvador but predisposed in
its favor.
The return of the 52 hostages
from Iran, accompanied by
ticker-tape parade and fevered
media blitz was anything but
triumphant. The tailfeathers of
the American eagle were rather
crumpled and the collective
American ego bruised badly.
The election of a strong, rightwing president, they thought,
would not only help the dire
economic situation but would
ensure that American supremacy
would not suffer another fling on
the mats.
Ronald Reagan selected only
millionaires to form his cabinet
while wife Nancy rushed out to
find a dress under $15,000 for the
inaugural ball.
The national budget was
slashed, particularly in the social
services. The defense budget was
increased however.

Alexander Meigs Haig was
installed as Secretary of State
although many doubted that he
was morally qualified for the job.
The New York Times, mindful
that so little was known about his
views of the world, labelled him
"vague Haig".
Haig was educated for a
military life and saw combat in
Korea and Vietnam. He publicly
objected to Carter's decision to
cancel the neutron bomb. As
White House Chief of Staff, under
Henry Kissinger's order, he
requested FBI phone taps on
certain governThent officials and
reporters. •
The white paper provides
examples of propaganda
generated with the aid of communist networks. One of the more
extreme cases, it stated, was that
the El Salvadorian government's
security forces were responsible
for most of the 10,000 killings that
occurred in 1580.
Rather than rely on information of dubious origin,
publicized by a government with
interests to protect, it would be
wiser to turn to the files of Amnesty International(Al). This is
an international concern launched in 1961 to work impartially
and without political conncection
for the release of people imprisoned for their religious or
political beliefs. They have
become a sort of watchdog for
human rights.
In 1977 they were awarded the
Nobel Peace Prize. The award

committee said in part, "Al has
contributed to securing the
ground for freedom, for justice
and thereby also for peace in the
world."
For his support of the administration during the last days
of the Nixon era, Haig was
jumpedover 250 senior officers to
become a four-star general.
Loyalty is applauded in
Washington; Haig passed confirmation hearings and became
the second military man in
American history to hold down
the State Department.
The number two man at State,
William Clark, amazed the world
by his lack of knowledge in
foreign affairs.
The white paper released to the
State Department is not virgin.
Historians say the purpose of the
paper, which originated at the
beginning of WWI, was to provide
the publid with a historical
narrative of a political policy or
diplomatic event. The same
historian said candidly. "White
papers weren't meant to be a
tendentious argument of a body
of select documents."
The nucleus for Haig's white
paper on two separate batches of
"guerilla documents and war
material" seized by Salvadorian
forces in El Salvador. In his press
briefing Haig said that the
documents "are not our only
source. Technical means and
human intelligence were used to
confirm the documents."
Aside from such "definitive
evidence" the report went on to
say; "In its commitment to
reform and democracy, the
Government of El Salvador has
had the political support of the
United States ever since the
October 1979 revolution."
AI's file on El Salvador for the
year 1980-81 is several feet thick.
It contains submissions to human
rights commissions and
statements made to the
Organization of American States.
There are long lists of people

from every background, ranging
in age from infant to 80 years who
have been killed or have disappeared. Some died from bullet
wounds, others were raped and,
or tortured. Bodies have been
found mutilated, faces erased,
genitals cut off and eyes gouged.
Taken from AI document AMR
29 - 07 - 81, dated 2 February 1981:
"Despite government claims that
those killed by its forces are
guerillas and guerilla sympathizers, victims of torture and
death at the hands of the security
forces were not generally shown
to have any direct involvement in
armed guerilla activity...By
attributing detentions, torture
and killings to groups beyond
government • control, the
government of El Salvador
seems to have sought a means of
evading accountability for the
measures
extremely cruel
carried out by its own security
forces."
That report goes on to say that
young people and peasants seem
to have been singled out for
death, Red Cross clinics have
been, attacked, foreign and
domestic journalists haVe
disappeared or been killed, while
reports were received that
Salvadorian paramilitary squads
attacked refugee camps in
Honduras.
Harpers March 1981 issue
carries a report on El Salvador
by T.D. Allman. Harpers is a
conservative American
publication supported by a full
page for United Technologies and
General Motors.
The article contains the
following: "However diligently
one searche for significance, one
found only terrorized, hapless
people—abused, barefoot women
with no food or medicine for their
malnourished children: landless,
jobless, illiterate men and boys
fleeing for their lives from the
"security forces" of their own
national government; mutilated
bodies beside the road."

There is a long list of people from every
background, ranging in age from infant to 80
years, who have been killed or have disappeared.

"To be a revolutionary," one man
explained, "is to fight against the
soldiers who kill people who have
committed no crime."
"When I asked them if they
were revolutionaires, the
villagers all raised their hands.
"To be a revolutionary," one
man explained, "is to fight
against the soldiers who kill
people who have committed no
crime."
The soldiers are sent by what
Washington terms a "Christian
Democratic-military coalition."
The president is Jose Napoleon
Durarte, a man once tortured by
the same military he now supposedly co-governs with.

A reign of terror exists in El
Salvador; no one is immune. The
Catholic Archbishop was
assassinated. American nuns
were raped and killed. Teachers
were shot before their students.
Peasants and children have died.
It does not matter, if you are
Salvadorian, that you are mute
with fear or critical of the
government. •
It is this situation that the
American government seeks to
support with increased military
aid. Church leaders have spoken

against such action.
Robert White, former U.S.
Ambassador to El Salvador lost
his job questioning the supporting
such carnage.
Unfortunately American
newspapers have centered on
Haig's white paper and his hard
line on communism so much that
the word communist appears
with McCarthyite regularity.
The Washington Post, billed as
"Independent Newspaper" ran
this editorial days before the
release of the white paper; "A
military response is necessary in
El Salvador, where a
Nicaraguan, Cuban, Soviet
supported insurgency is attempting to overthrow an armybacked center-right government
with a commitment to social
reform."
Social reforms were promised
but never fulfilled. The wealthy
elite who would have lost power
and money stymied it and now
fight both the government and
what is referred to as the leftwing guerillas. Where does the
extreme right get arms? Haid
isn't interested in revealing that
information.
Philosophers say you can't
travel the same river twice. One
wonders, because this
propaganda drive by the
American military has the same
current as the river that flowed
red in Vietnam.
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Cotton to Cotton

by Phil Mowatt
Tess, the epic movie of Thomas

by Ka th Thora rinson
The University of Manitoba

hosted an unforgettable rhythm
and blues social last Friday, the
13th with The Persuasions and
The James Cotton Band.
Cotton, who has been identified
with international rhythm and
blues listeners for the past 20
years only improves with age.
The blues harp, which has
brought him fame. prompted
even the most intoxicated to
dance.
For Cotton fans there is some
very good news on the horizon.
After a four year silence, a new
album is ready to be released.
Cotton has been shopping around
for a new label to produce his
works, and there is talk within
the band that they may release it
themselves.
His music is not strictly blues,
and this is a concept he is trying
to communicate to old and new
listeners. As a matter of fact it is
illegal for anyone to reproduce
the band's name as The James
Cotton Blues Band. The word
"blues" must be deleted.'

James Cotton Bougies!

photo by Mike Waugh

What Wag's up to now

Kenny Johnson, Cotton's
drummer for the past 12 years.
explains this when he says, "A
musician must be versatile,
because no kind of music is bad."
It is this ideology that produces
the band's particular style.

Hardy's classic story about an
innocent girl doomed by an unforgiving society is a flawed, but

Throughout the past years,
syhich have been full of success
for Johnson, he has kept a level
head. While in Winnipeg he
jammed with some of our local
musicians and gave them a few
pointers. He appeared to be most
impressed with Houndog's
drummer, Mark Routley.

inspired masterpiece.
Roman Polanski, the film's
director, has produced a
definitely superior work going to
infinite pains to recreate the 19th
century atmosphere of rural
England.
Tess, is the story of an innocent

He spoke of the strange fatelike events which have brought
the band together. His advice to
local groups was, "You've got to
stay together." Like a marriage,
a band is a unit, not a leader with
followers. "A leader is no better
than the band, and the band is no
better than the leader," he said.
This article could not be
complete without mentioning The
Persuasions. This group is
comprised only of five male
vocalists, who are so talented
they sound like a full piece hand.
From Brookland, N.Y., these
gentlemen became famous in the
early sixties for their religiousoriented blues rhythm sound.

Nastassia Kinski portrays Tess in Thomas Hardy's classic novel "Tess" of the d'Urbenailles".

Altered Bull Rages . .

The Winnipeg Perspective 1981—Ritual

by Karyn Allen reprinted from
WAG magazine

"The Winnipeg Perspective",
now in its fourth year, is an annual exhibition at The Winnipeg
Art Gallery. Each year's
exhibition identifies and
examines a current artistic
theme or trend.
"The Winnipeg Perspective
1981—Ritual" promises to be one
of the most interesting and
challenging 'perspectives' to
date.
The exhibition examines two
aspects of 'post-modern' ritual in
art—the psychological and the
sacramental. Although the two
aspects have many overlapping
connotations, the former might
be said to embody more closely
the personal, oft-repetitive
processes related to the artists'
creative techniques. The latter,
or sacramental aspects, are
more pertinent to the finished
work and its examination of what
is sacred to our culture, past and
present. The sacramental
aspects are frequently linked to
•

SENN•makmage

symbols, their employment and
meaning.
The ritual implications of the
selected works are chiefly personal, as opposed to preestablished. Which is not to say
that traditional ritual elements
and obsessions are rejected or
overlooked by the artists. In
many cases, they are simply
reprocessed, renewed through
the artists' individual sensibilities. They are 'personalized', if you will.
Throughout the exhibition are
references to primitive cultures
and traditions—references
restated in a contemporary
vocabulary. There are also obsessive, repetitive qualities
underlying much of the work.
The artists included in the show
are: Liz Magor (Vancouver);
David Moore (Montreal); Carroll
Moppett (Calgary); Gar Smith
(Toronto); Don Proch (Winnipeg); and Colette Whiten
(Toronto/Bowmanville).

The members' preview of "The
Winnipeg Perspective—Rituall"
will take place on Thursday,
March 26 at 8:30 p.m. The
exhibition continues in Galleries
7 and 8 through May 15, 1981. An
extensive catalogue accompanies
the exhibition.

•

by Bruce (Scoop) .1 ohnson
If you don't mind a little blood,
go see a hockey game. If you
don't mind a lot, then catch Ragin
Bull

Before leaving Cotton said,
"Yep, I like Winnipeg, and I'll be
back."
And we'll be waiting.

at the Colony Theatre.

Based on the autobiographical
book by Jake La Motta, the story,
starring Robert De Niro, follows
the life and career of one of
boxing's most outspoken
characters.

Off The Record

Filmed in black and white,
is nonetheless • a
colorful portrayal of a man who
Raging Bull

Evident in many of the works is
a profound concern for the
physical processes by which the
pieces are produced. In some
cases, the actual instrument or
mechanism of production is included as part of the piece.
The works are hand-made,
often involving a complex
preparation of materials. The
process, by its very nature, is
slow, pondering.
meticulous—ritualistic.
With regard to the inherent
symbolism of the pieces, each
artist presents a personal
spectrum of symbolic
representations.
The symbols and representations point, almost without
exception twoards the elemental
mysteris: life, death transformation, re-birth. They also
point towards traditional
ritualistic depictions of these
mysteries; crosses, masks,
tombs. the Earth and its fruits.
Throughout, there is a sense of
awe towards the universe and its
impositions on mankind.
The
exhibition
includes
Magor's recent pieces from the
'production/re?roduction' series: an installation by David
Moore entitled Almost Six Feet
Long; a selection from Moppett's
current series entitled
"Cross/Hand", constructed of
hydrocal and wood, and the
related large charcoal drawings;
Smith's sound piece constructed
of bowls and plates cast in brass,
entitled The Food Of Love; Don
Proch's Masks and selected
images from the recent piece
entitled Field; and Colette
Whiten's life-size male figures
constructed of burlap, wood,
plaster. and graphite.

and virtuous woman doomed by
her beauty in a corrupt world;
she is the victim of fate.
When her peasant father
discovers his family is descended
from nobility he sends her to
meet distant wealthy relatives in
hope of improving the family's
living conditions.

rose to the top of his world and
then as suddenly crashed to the
depths in seeming selfdestruction.

Director Martin Scorsese,
nominated for an Academy
Award as Best Director, wasted
little time and money on fancy
production techniques and
special effects.

by Vince Koski

Instead, Scorsese obviously put
his talents to work on the actors,
and it is in their portrayals of the
' major characters that Raging
Bull stands out as a classic of the
past year and a good 'choice for
Best Picture of the Year.
Cathy Moriarty, as La Motta's
wife, is convincing as the young
New York thrill-seeker who ends
up marrying less of a man and
more of a problem than she had
bargained for.
De Niro and Joe Pesci, as his
brother, • give strong performances that should merit
serious consideration for Oscars.
While most women may not
like De Niro's chauvinistic
portrayal of La Motta, the acting
cannot be faulted. De Niro even
put on 50 pounds to play the aging
Bull.
Although the sound quality left
something to be desired, at least
the popcorn was very good, just
like the movie.

This spirit of dedication led to
his exhaustive search for an
innocent girl which unfortunately
led to legal difficulties in the
United States while doing his
'research'.
However, he was undeterred by
this setback and he eventually
found the perfect Tess in the
sensuous Nastassia Kinski.
The result—a visual work of
art. Kinski's stunning beauty and
subtle, disquieting emotio;a1
appeal under Polanski's direction, gives this movie an outstanding quality.
Kinski portrays a unique and
subtle charm woman on the
screen—a quality sorely lacking
in many North American actresses. No doubt the public will
see more of her in the future.

Even though she loves and
marries the young Angel Clare
(Peter Firth) she is rejected
when her past is revealed.
Heartbroken, she returns to a life
of drudgery only to meet Alec
d'Uberville.
She becomes his mistress again
for the sake of her family's
survival but this leads to tragedy
when Angel returns to her.
This movie, though well-made,
is seriously flawed by a painfully
torbid pace which undoubtedly
bores many viewers.
Excellent cinematography
combined with religious
adherence to the novel's plot
obviously made Polanski adverse
to using the editorial razor.
This was unfortunate, because
the movie would have benefitted
from better editing. Some scenes
could easily have been cut
because desired impact was
lacking. This was especially
evident when the audience
laughed at Angel's showing "the
family jewels" to Tess.
Distortions in the two major
male roles also flawed the film.
Leigh Lawson's portrayal of
Alec d'Uberville made the
character seem more of a
charming rogue than a base
seducer while Peter Firth's
casting as `handsome' Angel
Clare stretches believability to
extremity.
It is also hoped that theatre
management will correct uneven
audio quality in the film as this
marred some scenes. Those who
pay a four-dollar admission price
should be entitled to hear the
dialogue.

Tess is seduced by the
lecherous Allec d'Urberville
(Leigh Lawson) who makes her
his mistress. Disgusted with this
role she returns home only to
later bear his child.
But the strict society she lives •
in is intolerant and unforgiving
for when her baby dies it is
refused burial on church soil.
This intolerance surrounding her
is her doom as she is continually
haunted by her past.

Overall, Tess is definitely a
superior movie worthwhile
seeing for its artistic qualities.
One of Polanski's finest, it is a
definite rare treat in the current
wave of movie mediocrities.

Catholic Boy
Jim Carroll
Listening to J im Carroll's debut album is like being given a personal
letter of introduction.
lie offers you not only solid rock and roll but also the opportunity to
glimpse at his private life. What is seen is a very angry young man.
The album is entitled aptly enough "Catholic Boy". The title song
vividly and graphically describes his turbulent journey to adulthood.
"I was convicted of theft when I split from the womb/They led me
straight from my mother to a cell in the tomb...I was a Catholic child, the
blood ran red, the blood ran wild."

Now he is rebelling against ins religious upbringing. The full
magnitude of his anger and defiance is snown in "I Want The Angel",
he deliberately tosses aside the values society tried to teach him and
demands something different, an angel whose dreams have failed or
one who is like a whore i31 love with her own reflection.
These are harsh words from a disillusioned young man. But he was a
heroin junkie for 10 years or more, it's better to be disillusioned than
dead.
While Carroll's vocals will bring constant comparisons with Lou
Reed, the lyrics are more in the style of Jim Morrison. It is very easy
to picture the Doors singing,
"It's too late to fall in love with Sharon Tate, but it's too soon to ask me
for the words I want carved on my tomb."

Like Morrison, Carroll is overly preoccupied with death. In one of
the album tracks he mentions how those who die young are his heroes.
"People Who Died", his current hit is dedicated his childhood friends
who died from causes ranging from leukemia to O.D.'ing on Drano. He
poignantly snarls, "I miss ern! They died!"
His adult life must be as ghastly as his childhood. Having lost his
virginity at the age of twelve, he quickly dropped into a decadent
period of his life. He introduces us to some extremely nasty women.
One says "I'm a cadaver" while another says "I'm a razor" when they
are going down on their lovers. Kinky, or more suitably, kooky!
On the album's longest and best tracks, "City Drops Into the Night",
we hear about the darker, crueler aspects of Carroll's city-life experiences. It leaves a distinctly uneasy feeling.
"They wait in shadows and steal the light from your eyes, to them,
vision's just some costly infection...l'm a constant warning, jusla
constant warning to take the other direction. Mister I am your connection."

Very reminescent of Jim Morrison and the stark visual images he
was so famous for creating.
We can only hope Jim Carroll does not travel the same road and die
a much too early death. Now that he's introduced himself on "Catholic
Boy", it would be a pleasure to hear from him again.

Southern Comfort. Enjoy it straight up., on the rocks,
or blended with your favourite mixer.
Saturday Midnight
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Message to students
by Kathi Thorarinson
This article is dedicated to all
you people who use Projectors
for:
a) making paper airplanes;
b) using them to wipe up spilled
coffee;
and/or
c) hiding your illiteracy by
pretending to read them.
The fact is that there is a lot
going on in the Projector Office,
just like there is in Winnipeg.
Because you people ignore our
Tuesday at Noon meetings,
where we poor overworked
editors give our story line-ups,
I'm going to give you mine NOW!
I am inviting each one of you to
write a story, and o f course,
attend the following events: at
OUR EXPENSE!
—The opening performance of
1837: THE FARMERS' REVOLT
at MTC.
—Michel Tremblay's play:
BONJOUR, LA, BONJOUR, at
the U of W.

—Hex Deverell's SUPERWHEEL at the Manitoba Theatre
Workshop.
—THE WIZARD OF THE WIND
in the Winnipeg Art Gallery.
—LIONA BOYD CONCERT
(First Lady of The Guitar)
—FLO & EDDIE (who made
their fame by teaming up with
Frank Zappa)
—HARRY CHAPIN CONCERT
at the Manitoba Centennial
Concert Hall.
—HARMONY HOEDOWN at the
Manitoba Centennial Concert
Hall.
— WORLD ADVENTURE
TOURS (Norway) also at the
Concert Hall.
—ROMEO AND JULIET by the
Royal Winnipeg Ballet.
—BOLERO, A DANCE FOR
YOU and GISELLE; plus SONGS
WITHOUT WORDS and FOUR
LAST SONGS by the Royal
Winnipeg Ballet.
OF
EVENING
—AN
PREMIERES by the Winnipeg
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Contemporary Dancers.
—IN PRAISE OF CRAFTS by
The Crafts Guild of Manitoba Inc.
—ENTERPRISE TO SPACE
HABITAT ONE at the Manitoba
Planetarium.
—THE FOOD OF LOVE PERFORMANCE at the Winnipeg Art
Gallery.
—UNIDENTIFIED SPECIES at
the Winnipeg Art Gallery.
—SHEILA BUTLER: RECENT
WORK at the Winnipeg Art
Gallery.
—Many informative lectures at
The Crafts Guild of Manitoba Inc.
—The next play by AGASSIZ
PRODUCTIONS
—An Easter Celebration at the
Ukrainian Cultural Educational
Centre.
—Any movies you would care to
review.
—Anything else you can think of.
So don't complain to your
girl/boy friend you're too broke
to do anything. All of the above
provide a ticket for the reviewer

and a guest. Reviews are not
hard to write. Come to the
Projector Office today, we're
located under the South Gym, or

Freedom comes
too easily
by Heather Brown
Free at Last was presented at

the Warehouse Theatre on
February 19, 20, 21, 26, 27 and 28
by Agassiz productions.
Written by Eric Nicol, this twoact comedy was witty and fastpaced, making some very pointed
statements about male-female
relationships.
Geoff. the middle-aged
husband separated from his wife,
was portrayed by Peter Walker.
Mr. Walker was obviously from
:
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call 632-2275 or leave a message
or submission in our post box in
theStudent's Association office.
Hope to see you at noon today.
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Regular and
King Size

English stock and he brought the
role alive by employing that type
of dry humour that Englishmen
are famous for. There was no
doubt that Geoff was star of the
show.
Playing a strong second was
Pauline Gustafson as Miss Archibald, Geoff's rather eccentric
landlady. Other notables worth
mentioning were Janis Bermel as
Sheila and Catherine Hall as the
policewoman.
The only weak spot in the cast
was Margaret Anne Foran who
portrayed Geoff's wife. She
appeared to• be overpowered by
Walker. and she wasn't a strong
actress to do anything about it.
Even though Free ar Last was
good entertainment for the most
part, a few rough edges marred
the show. The later part of act
two lumbered to an end, and it
wasn't as funny as the rest of the
play. Whether or not this was due
to poor writing or to the fact that
the actors lost the pace was hard
to tell..
The set was well done, but here
too there were flaws. Even
though Geoff' s wife was to have
taken all of the good furniture
when she left, the appartment
seemed very shabby for a
university professor. And the
scenery beyond the patio doors
was much more fascinating and
far more inviting than the actual
set. Through the doors the
• audience could see trees. shrubs
and flowers. There was so much
detail that one could even see that
the patio was paved with
flagstones.
The play was entertaining.
However, the last line spoken by
Geoff, when he says, "Free at
last..." gives the viewer the
feeling he doesn't really mean it.
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SPORTS ROUND UP
by .1 i ni Bender
Red River Community College
curling teams picked up silver
and bronze medals at the 4-West
Championships in Prince George,
I3.C. on the March 14 weekend.
The mixed team of skip Jeff
Tipping, third Laura Rance,
second Ted Ellwood and lead
Cathy Tardi lost their first game
to Alberta. However, they
rebounded to defeat Saskatchewan and B.C. to take a playoff
berth.
In the semi-final the Tipping
rink defeated Saskatchewan with
consistent shot-making.
However, in the final the
Alberta skip coiuld do little
wrong and Alberta controlled the
game from the beginning. Red
River never really got untracked
and had to be satisfied with the
runner-up silver medal.
The Red River men's team of
skip Scott Mathieson, third Peter
Wiebe, second Jamie Campbell
and lead Ian Kinnaird began the
competition with two straight
victories over Alberta and
Saskatchewan.
However, the hometown Prince
George team upset Red River in
the final game of the round-robin,
forcing Mathieson's rink into a
semi-final against Saskatchewan.
The semi-final was a tight
dramatic affair with three ends
blanked. The ninth end proved to
be disastrous as Saskatchewan
stole two to go two up coming
home. The Saskatchewan rink
made no mistakes in the final end
and Manitoba ran out of rocks.
Saskatchewan defeated B.C.
handily in the final to take the
gold and the RRCC team came
home with the bronze.

Coach Bernard Jones will take
the team to the CCAA national
finals in Vancouver on March 26.
The Women's Basketball team
matched the men's display of
power with one of their own. In a
single sudden death final, Red
River rousted Assiniboine 69-27 to
capture the provincial title.
"We employed a new offence,"
said Donna Faryon who led the
team with 16 points, "and it
seemed to work quite well." She
added that coach Sandy McBride
was disappointed in their
defensive showing.
Wendy Goodbrandson contributed 12 points while Shirley
Verstappen and Carla
MacGillvary also hit. double
figures with 10 each.
McBride and the team will
accompany the men to Vancouver.
Assiniboine vented its revenge
on the RRCC hockey team. Coach
Kevin Diehl's Rebels lost a best
of three final two games straight
by scores of 9-5 and 9-3.

tournament undefeated.
Assiniboine Community College
pllaced second with a two and two
record. Keewatin Community
College failed to win a game.
Coach Barb Francis will lay the
Rebel team's record on the line at
the national finals in Sydney,
Nova Scotia March 26.
The Men's Volleyball team
matched that record with a
convincing display of power over
Assiniboine as they took a best of
five final three games to zip.
Scores were 15-1, 15-4, and 15-5.
Coach Don Kusano was pleased
with his team's performance.
Although the Rebels had beaten
Assiniboine earlier in the season,
Kusano said, "We didn't know
what to expect or how much they
had adjusted."
Kusano and company will be
accompanying Francis to Sydney.

The Red River Community
College duo of Ron Bilowka and
Al Mickey teamed up to capture
the bronze medal in the Men's
Doubles Badminton finalk at
Kamloops, B.C. on the March 7
weekend.
The Red River Rebels
Women's Volleyball team spiked
their way through a double
round-robin tournament in
Brandon to capture the provincial championship on the March
14 weekend.
The Rebels won four straight
games to whip through the

The Meh's Basketball team
was simply awesome as tehy
whipped Assiniboine two games
straight. Scores were 99-52 and
81-56. "We kinds blew them out,"
smiled Gord Muir.
Rodney Jacobs led Rebel
scorers with 17 points in the first
game while Muir added 13. Terry
Valdon led the Rebels in the
second game with 15 points while
Ray Priam and Muir added 12
each.
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Exciting Collection of
Columbia Diamond
Engagement Rings
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du MAURIER LIGHT
Light.Yet distinctly du Maurier.

Warning: Health and Welfare Canada advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked —avoid inhaling.
Av. per cigarette: King Size: 11 ma "tar", 1.0 mg. nicotine. Regular: 9 mg "tar", 0.9 mg nicotine.
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Strife &fighting
and sex' n sports

Get in shape now
by Jack Kaplan

Here is your chance W learn the
basic fundamentals of tennis,
golf, archery, badminton and
trampoline. Fitness classes are
also available to help you fit into
that swimsuit this summer and to
prepare you for summer activities.
I I A

The classes will be held once a
week for about 10 weeks. Different times will be available to
coincide with any spares you may
have. If none of your spares fit
our timetable, we will hold additional classes if you round up
enough students to attend at a
more convenient time.
Timetables, further inormation and registration forms
i re available at the North Gym
quipment counter. Sign up now
o insure yourself a place in your
hosen class.

Bender
Rebel hockey coach Kevin Diehl should feel no shame for losing to
Brandon's Assiniboine Community College in the provincial finals.
Brandon is and always has been a hockey town. Watch out for the
Wheat Kings if they make the playoffs. Don't let their poor record fool
you...

by Jim

Fly in the
ointment
The Projector printer had a
small problem in the form a fleet
fly whose life they couldn't snuff
out in the last issue. At the most
inopportune time, the fly landed
on the '0' matrix in last issue's
badminton article. When the
keyboard struck '0' the number
of entries in intramural appeared

Expiry date arch al
Send now for latest catalog.
Thousands of termpapers on all
subjects. Enclose $5.00 to cover
return postage.

ESSAY SERVICES
67 Tonga SL. Suits 1504
Toronto, Ontario. Canada

MSE 1,18

(416) 366-6549

to be 11. However. in actuality
there were one hundred and
eleven. II CX I competitors.
13y the way. the fly died.
iniscu le funera I arrangements
are pending.

Resignations by such capable people as Marc Cloutier and Ken
Fenson and indications of strife between Winnipeg Jets president
Michael Gobuty and the Shenkarow family are hurting. Trouble in the
front office is usually reflected oil the ice. ,Just look at the Jets' record
in the last dozen or so games...The Toronto Maple Leafs finally got a
National Hockey League calibre goaltender when they traded for
Montreal's Michel (Bunny) Larocque. They paid a steep price in
giving up Robert Picard who will sparkle in a Canadiens sweater.
Leafs got Picard from the Washington Capitals for Mike Palmateer.
So, essentially, Leafs got Larocque for Palmateer. Although Larocque
may guarantee them a playoff spot, the Leafs would be better off with
Palma tteer
Former Red River Community College student Kerry Burtnyk had
the guts not to give up in the game he should have lost to Northern
Ontario's Al Hackner and won the Labatt's Tankard by the skin of his
teeth. With luck like that, Burtnyk should do well at the Silver Broom.
But they should put an anchor on third Mark Olson so he doesn't come
up with a Bob Labonte boot. If you are wondering why Olson, who
coaches Mert Thompsett's mixed curling team, is not skipping the
team, don't. Olson missed the key draw when the Burtnyk rink was
desperate for points. Burtnyk coolly drew in for the winning point after
Hackner gassed his final rock...Somebody mentioned that Burtnyk
reminds him of Bobby Orr. Burtnyk certainly has the same confident
composure on the ice and the same lack of ability to express himself.
Saying, "Everyone here has been just great, just great," won't make
anybody forget Saskatchewan's articulate Rick Folk...Curling
broadcaster Donnie Duiguid says it is a shame that last year's world
champion (Folk) did not even get out of his own club. He says the
Canadian Curling Association should take a serious look at provincial
playoff structures to ensure champions another crack. However,
hockey and football championship teams do not get an invite to next
year's championship game by divine right? Why should curlers?
Barb Francis and Don Kusano seem tohave their volleyball teams'
acts together and should make a good account of themselves in the
national finals in Sydney, Nova Scotia...The Paula Brasiar affair
seems to have died without serious questions being answered. The
Canadian Amateur Hockey Association says that there already is a
girls' league in Winnipeg and that is where Paula and the others
should be playing. What the CAHA does not say is that the girls' league
probably is not competitive enough for players of Brasiar's calibre.
Saying that girls cannot play with noys is CAHA rules is a copout. If
the Great Gretzky's name had been Wanda instead of Wayne, NHL
and CAHA rules would be changed very quickly. In the meantime,
some CAHA official says girls will not be able to play with boys until
our society accepts mixed dressing rooms and washrooms. This is the
type of thinking that says nude human bodies are pornographic and we
should keep sex dirty because that is how the rules are. Besides, Paula
said she wanted to play hockey with the boys, not shower with them.
Bernard Jones and Sandy McBride will be exiled to B.C. if their
basketball teams don't bring back at least one medal from Vancouver.
On second thought, maybe they should be banned to Plum
Coulee...Intramural basketball has been a success so far this year due
to the tight scheduling by June Graham. June's referees seemed to do
a find job of keeping control of games as tempers tended to flare. Even
fair Donna Faryon stepped between two hefty jocks with fists in each
others faces to quell potential danger. The NHL could use referees like
that.
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It makes one wonder when Jets general manager John Ferguson
puts Peter Sullivan on Waivers and nobody claims him. Sully says it is
because of his contract. Perhaps the Jets were right not to play him. It
still seems to be a waste of talent...Winnipeg Free Press sports editor
Hal Sigurdson has a point when he says all the Jets have to do is draft
the right players like the New York Islanders idd. And when will
Ferguson admit that drafting Jimmy Mann was a mistake? The
Islanders say they only kept three veterans—Eddie Westfall, Gerry
Hart and Dave Lewis. What they do not say is that Hart and Lewis
were large, solid defencemen nad Westfall spend the majority of his
career chasing Bobby Hull around the ice...The Jets began the season
without a single, solid veteran—unless you count Jude Drouin who was
given a set of ears and confined to the press box...The Jets are making
a mistake when they dump the responsibility of their poor season on
goalie Pierre Hamel. Marcus Mattson does not appear to be the answer to the team's prayers, but Michel Dion might be.
In less than a month, two of coach Roy Pollock's curling teams have
won provincial championships and a silver and bronze in the national
finals. Either Pollock instilled winning ways or the teams benefitted
from former coach John Loxton's teachings. It is probably both.
Dan Halldorson's ungracious acceptance of the Manitoba Male
Athlete of the Year Award was disappointing. Tim Mclsaac would
have been a more appreciative recipient...It should have been
audience that Sylvia Burka would win the female side of the award
after switching from speed-skating to cycling. Is there anything that
wonder-woman cannot do?
Boston Bruin coach Gerry Cheevers on violence in hockey: "It's not
violence to them; it's only fighting."
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Rum flavoured:
Wine clipped.
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* Would you like to make $5 to $10 per hour
'p selling W.T. Rawleigh products?

Crack a 'Jack of Colts
along with the books.
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Badminton, curling:
Will college dump best teams?
by Cathy Tardi
When you have two consisten
winners and one consistent loser,
and you have to drop one, it
makes sense to dump the loser,
right? Not so if you happen to he
the Red River Community
College Basketball team.
At the beginning of this sports
year, there was a big push to drop
the hockey team from Rebel
sports because it was just too
costly. After a loud uproar,
hockey was agreed upon as being
a Rebel sport, for one more year,
anyway.
Over the past few months there
has been more and more talk
about the possibility of curling
and badminton being dropped
from the list of College
sports—leaving hockey and the
administration's two
faves—basketball and volleyball.
The reason? Well, it can't be
coaching. Red River has always
had highly experienced and
knowledgeable coaches for both
badminton and curling. It is true
that this year's curling team lost
Coach John Loxton before
provincials, but he was quickly
and very adequately replaced by
Roy Pollock. When you take a
look at last year's situation of the
Men's volleyball coach and the
men's basketball coach deserting
their teams right before the 4West championship, this doesn't
look half bad.
Where it is true that coaches
were found and did a great job of
taking over the teams, the point
here is that coaching problems
have arisen before and probably
will again during Red River
Rebel history.
To badminton's credit, their
team has managed to hold onto
their coaches for entire seasons.
In regard to coaches then. curling
and badminton are on the same
level, if not one notch higher than
volleyball and basketball.
Well then, could it he that the
other sports have been accepted
on a National level (all of Canada
competing) and badminton and
curling are still 4-West material?
If this is indeed the reason for
dropping a sport, then the "head
honchos" in the decision-making
seats should take a serious look at
their jobs and their purpose for
existence. Just because a sport is
played off with only the four
western Canadian provinces
( which are deemed to be the
strongest anyway) is no reason to
say, "Sorry, you lose."
For the first time this year, an
Invitational Badminton Tournament was scheduled for
Quebec—which would be the
equivalent of the nationals
( minus a few provinces). Due to
"lack of funds", the badminton
players were told that only those
receiving gold medals in the 4-

West would be allowed to attend.
Unfortunately, although Red
River did wind up in the medals,
no one had gold, so there was no
trip to Quebec.
Take a walk down to the North
Gym in your next free minute and
take a look at the team schedules
posted on the bulletin board. Note
especially the places throughout
Canada and the United States
that the volleyball and basketball
teams travelled to compete. Most
notably, the men's basketball
team was in: Moose Jaw,
Caronport (Sask.), Grand Forks,
Ely, Moorhead, Bottineau (N.D.)
and Brandon ( twice). The
women's basketball team was in
Caronport, Ely, Calgary, Bottineau and Brandon. Yet the
badminton team cannot take a
second trip to compete in what
will most likely develop into the
nationals.

Let's take a look at the record
books for the past two years. In
1979, the women's and men's
volleyball teams represented
Manitoba in the 4-West. Both
finished a solid last. The Rebel
men's and women's basketball
teams also represented Manitoba
in the 4-West. They too were
dismal last place finishers.
The hockey team, after a
bronze medal the year before,
returned with a silver. The
badminton team returned with a
gold and a silver. The curling
team returned from the 4-West
with a gold in the men's and two
silver medals in the Mixed and
women's. Enough said about
1979.
Last year, the women's
volleyball team failed to get out

of Manitoba. Both the men's and
women's basketball teams went
to the 4-West, but that's all that
can be said—they were there. Out
of four teams they finished
fourth. The men's volleyball
team, the pride of last year, won
gold.
Six out of seven badminton
players . returned with
medals—one silver and two
bronze. The curling teams were
-12 for 12—with silver medals in
all three events. Two teams with
such little competitive practise
and travel opportunities
amazingly and consistently come
out on top.
In favor of talent, this year's
Canadian representative at the
World Silver Broom is Kerry
Burtnyk. Up. until last year,
Kerry curled for RRCC, as did his
second, Jimmy Spencer. What
other team can boast worldcalibre talent?
Phys. Ed. Instructor, Jack
Kaplan points out that badminton
and curling are the "most
valuable sports this college offers
in terms of life-time sports." To
see a Masters badminton player
(over 45 for women and over 50
for men) or a 60 year old curler,
is not an unusual sight. How
many people are still playing
volleyball and basketball into
their 40's, never mind 50's and
60's?
Badminton player, Joanne
Zahari says, "Not everyone can,
nor wants to play basketball and
volleyball." This is clearly
illustrated when you recall the
women's basketball and
volleyball teams begging for
players to come out, so they
would have a full team.
The curling sign-up sheet of
over 75 names had to be cut to a
mere 12.
Basketball is definitely the
college's, or should I say, the
decision-maker's baby and prize
. pet. They go on more trips,
splend more money and then lose
more games than any other team
in this college. Yet it is not these
teams that are considered being
•dropped. It is the two teams that
spend the least and represent the
college the best that may be
dropped.

Dansaerobics is an exercise
routine set to music. It is similar
to modern dance. As the name
implies, the routines are
designed to increase our fitness
levels.
Everyone is eligible for the
course. Invite friends from
outside the course.
How do you register? Come to
the only registration session at
the South Gym on Wednesday,
April 8 at 4:30 p.m.
You will be given a
questionaire to complete. This
will indicate what you feel is your
present fitness level and enable
instructors to adequately design
their programs to fulfill your
needs.

The course will be run on
Wednesdays, from 4:30 to 6:00
p.m. for 8 weeks and will cost $20.
Register you name in advance.

INTRAMURAL FLOOR HOCKEY I
Deadline Friday, March 27,
Referees, scorers and timers
are needed referees will be
paid $3.50 per game, scorers
and timers $1.75 each per
game.
Entry forms are available from
June Graham's office or the
equipment counter in the
North Gym.
RRCC ANNUAL MIXED BONSPIEL
April 3, 4 & 5
Highlander Curling Club
$20.00 per rink
16 rinks only
Weanesday, March 25

Imagine your life

without light.

this year 's Bronze Medalist

Badminton player Allan Mickey
says, "If they -are going to drop
one team, it should definitely be
the basketball team. They spend
more money and have the worst
record. If nothing else, they are
an embarrassment to the college
at a competitive and 4West —never mind
national—level.
Really, consistently last isn't
too much of a record to boast
about."

Dansaerobics anyone?
by Roy Pollock
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Call 632-2396 as soon as possible.
We would appreciate a large
turnout of men and women for
this program.

INTRAMURAL CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
Deadline is Friday, April 3, 4:00
Pam.
Entry forms are available from
June Graham's office or the
equipment counter in the
North Gym.

Tungsten. A product of mining. Without it
our lightbulbs would be darkbulbs. Without
copper we'd have to learn to live without
electricity. And without a lot of other
Products that come from Canada's mining
industry we'd have no cars .
or coins . . . or clocks.
But the real loss would be to our national
prosperity. Without mining, Canada would
be without a significant part of its wealth.
And that would hurt all of us.
It's an economic fact we thought you should
know.
Were the men and women who work our
country's mines.

We thought
you should know.
THE MINING ASSOCIATION OF CANADA

